
Example case studies /  service projects

Safety & Toxicity Review

Company

Apconix

Problem

AI knowledge curation required to support safety and toxicity reporting for 

drug targets

Background

Target-related impacts and known safety and toxicity issues must be 

understood in order to build viable drug discovery programs. Apconix are a 

team of experienced toxicologists that extract and interpret data from 

knockouts, mutations and known effects of modulators to determine 

potential consequences of target agonists and antagonists on different 

organ systems. Using known evidence and expertinterpretation, Apconix 

provide target safety assessments (TSAs) to other drug discovery 

companies, which are pivotal for making better decisions, understanding 

potential risks and prioritising further research activities. However, for 

Apconix to succeed they must be able to efficiently and comprehensively 

source target-specific evidence, typically not present in any database.

Results

Biorelate have developed the Galactic Web App as an interface to 

high-value biological data curated automatically from the literature by the 

Galactic AI™ platform. Targets can be explored in context(tissue, functional 

modification, species etc.) to find the most relevant papers for further 

scrutiny. Relevant concepts reveal statistically significant themes around 

safety and toxicity phenotypes by measuring the sum knowledge of a 

target’s results against all other knowledge in theliterature. Relevance 

ranking, saved searches, exports and other useful features enable efficient 

and organised triaging of search results to be explored.
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Outcomes

 The Galactic Web App enables target specific knowledge from the 

literature (across multiple source types) to be ranked and explored in an 

efficient and comprehensive manner

 Powerful database-like concept queries enable searching by context 

around targets without the need to account for synonyms and while 

dramatically reducing false positive results

 Live, auto-curated target data can be saved and returned to in future 

projects to determine what’s new, turning systematic reviewsinto live 

feeds.
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